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Dissociative electron attachment to dialanine and alanine anhydride has been studied in the gas phase utilizing a double focusing two sector field mass spectrometer. We show that low-energy electrons (i.e., electrons with kinetic energies from near zero up to 13 eV) attach to these molecules and subsequently dissociate to form a number of anionic fragments. Anion efficiency curves are recorded for the most abundant anions by measuring the ion yield as a function of the incident electron energy. The present experiments show that as for single amino acids (M), e.g., glycine, alanine, valine, and proline, the dehydrogenated closed shell anion (M−H)− is the most dominant reaction product. The interpretation of the experiments is aided by quantum chemical calculations based on density functional theory, by which the electrostatic potential and molecular orbitals are calculated and the initial electron attachment process prior to dissociation is investigated. © 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3544217]

I. INTRODUCTION

Amino acids are among the most important building blocks of living systems. They play a central role both as subunits of proteins and as intermediates in metabolic processes. When the carboxylic acid group of one amino acid reacts with the amine group of another amino acid, the resulting OC–NH bond is called a peptide bond (amide bond). Thereby a dipeptide is formed, and during this intermolecular condensation reaction a water molecule is released.1 Peptides, which are defined as chains up to about 100 amino acids, have received considerable attention2 because of their relative simplicity and their important structural role in proteins. Peptide bonds in proteins are the primary basis for the structure of a number of hormones, antibiotics, antitumor agents, and neurotransmitters, and consequently for the development and continuation of life. Two examples of important biopolypeptides are carnosine (β-alanyl-L-histidine), which is present in high concentrations in muscle and brain tissues, and anserine (β-alanyl-N-methylhistidine) found in the skeletal muscle and brain of the mammals.

Amino acids are also now believed to be formed in interstellar space. The next generation of telescopes (e.g., the Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA)) will be used to search for such compounds and explore their formation mechanisms. Then it may be possible to determine whether such compounds are a natural consequence of stellar synthesis and therefore a natural product of star formation. In the latter case they may be present in any solar system, where they may be used as the “building blocks of life.”3,4 Hence, the peptide bonds are always a subject of intense investigation not only in biology, but also in (astro)chemistry.

Since glycine and alanine are the two simplest amino acids, the peptide bonds involving these molecules and investigations of the properties for the corresponding peptides are widely studied both by theoreticians and experimentalists.5–9 These systems also allow high-accuracy ab initio calculations and are often considered as model systems for the study of more complex structures. In addition, the amino acid alanine has attracted attention due to its radiation dosimetric properties and has been formally accepted as a secondary standard for high-dose and transfer dosimetry.10–13 When two molecules of alanine join covalently through the formation of a peptide bond, L-alanine–L-alanine (shortly dialanine) is formed. Some of the dialanine derivatives have recently been developed as water-soluble photosensitzers with the potential for application in photodynamic therapy and treatment of malignant tissues.14

In recent years there have been several investigations of the ionization and fragmentation of small and medium-size peptides and proteins using soft ionization techniques such as matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI),15–18 electrospray ionization (ESI),19,20 and collision induced dissociation (CID).21–26 Moreover, amino acid clustering and especially the role of chiral discrimination in the formation of such clusters has been studied by mass spectrometry.27–31 However, to date only a few studies of the interaction of low energy electrons with small peptides isolated in the gas phase have been carried out. Negative ion mass spectra determining the fragmentation pattern at two different electron energies (∼1–2 eV and ∼5–6 eV) have been reported for alanine.
di- and polypeptides\cite{32} and for small peptides with cysteine residues at about 1 eV. (Ref. 33). However, to our knowledge no measurements of anion efficiency curves for dialanine have been reported so far, where the anion yield was measured as a function of the electron energy. Such curves allow determining resonance energies for the capture process and studying the mechanism of electron attachment and subsequent dissociation. The present paper therefore reports the anion efficiency curves of fragment anions formed upon dissociative electron attachment (DEA) to dialanine (C\textsubscript{6}H\textsubscript{12}N\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}) in the gas phase. This work is an extension of previous DEA studies for amino acids,\cite{34–38} which explored the fragmentation of small amino acids in the gas phase.

In the course of the present experiments, we found that the dialanine sample was contaminated with alanine anhydride. Alanine anhydride is a simple cyclopeptide and belongs to the class of diketopiperazines (for more details on the biological activity of this class of molecules, see Ref. 39); it can be formed, when peptides such as dialanine undergo a loss of H\textsubscript{2}O as a result of thermal heating.\cite{40} Therefore, in order to differentiate those anions formed by DEA to dialanine from those formed upon DEA to alanine anhydride, we have also investigated DEA to the commercially available alanine anhydride (C\textsubscript{6}H\textsubscript{10}N\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2}).

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

All the experimental data reported in this paper were obtained using a double focusing two sector field mass spectrometer (VG-ZAB2) of reversed Nier–Johnson type BE geometry. This apparatus has been described elsewhere,\cite{41} so only brief details will be given here. An electron beam derived from a tungsten/rhenium filament is guided by a homogeneous magnetic field of about 20 mT into the interaction region, where it intersects the neutral molecular beam at an angle of 64°. To achieve a good signal-to-noise ratio the lowest electron current used was 10 \(\mu\)A (at an energy of 2 eV) resulting in an electron energy resolution of approximately 1 eV (FWHM).

The anions formed in the ion source are extracted from the ion source housing by a weak electric field produced by a repeller plate and then accelerated to 8 keV toward the mass spectrometer entrance slit. After passing the first field free region, the ions are analyzed according to their momentum by a magnetic sector field B. After passing a 1.4 m long field-free region, they are finally analyzed in an 81° electric sector and are detected by a channel electron multiplier (purchased from Dr. Sjuts Optotechnik GmbH) operated in single pulse counting mode. The nominal maximum mass resolution of the mass spectrometer is 125 000 (10% valley definition). However, in the present experiment the slits were widened to gain higher sensitivity, which resulted in a mass resolution \(m/\Delta m\) of a few hundred. In order to separate isobaric anions formed upon DEA \(m/\Delta m\) was about 4000.

The present study was carried out using one of the two methodologies. In the first high resolution negative ion mass spectra were recorded at fixed electron energies in order to determine the absolute mass of anions (the calibration of the mass scale was done with known anions, for example, from SF\textsubscript{6} and H\textsubscript{2}O) and in the second the mass spectrometer was preset to a certain mass and the corresponding ion yield was recorded as a function of the electron energy (in the range about 0–13 eV). The electron energy scale was calibrated using the well known electron attachment reactions to SF\textsubscript{6}:

\[
e^- + SF_6 \leftrightarrow (SF_6)^-^-,
\]

(1)

\[
e^- + SF_6 \leftrightarrow (SF_6)^-^- \rightarrow SF_5 + F^-.
\]

(2)

The first process exhibits a narrow \(s\)-wave resonance at 0 eV and the second reaction (\(F^-/SF_6\)) has resonances at higher energies (5.5, 9, and 11.5 eV) (Ref. 42).

The dialanine sample was purchased from Sigma–Aldrich with a stated purity of 99% and was used without further purification. Dialanine is a powder under standard conditions (room temperature) and therefore had to be heated up to about 120°C in a home-built stainless steel oven in order to generate an effusive molecular beam of sufficient intensity. Although this temperature is well below the melting point, we observe thermal decomposition products of the molecules. In the course of the present experiments with the commercial dialanine powder we have noticed that the ratio of ion signals at certain masses are strongly temperature and time dependent. Such an effect may arise from two different processes, (i) contamination of the dialanine sample with substances that possess a different vapor pressure and (ii) thermal decomposition induced by heating in the oven. In a previous study on electron ionization mass spectra of dipeptides it was supposed that the recorded positive ion mass spectra were a superposition of signals from dipeptides and cyclopeptides formed by the heating process.\cite{43} The cyclization process of dialanine (the parent cation can be found at \(m/z\) 160) led to an abundant peak at \(m/z\) 142 (parent mass of alanine anhydride) by the loss of H\textsubscript{2}O.\cite{43} In the present experiment we also observe indication of the presence of the cyclopeptide alanine anhydride in the sample because the ratio between the ion signal at \(m/z\) 141 (which would correspond to the mass of the dehydrogenated parent anion of alanine anhydride) and the (M–H)\textsuperscript{+} signal of dialanine (\(m/z\) 159) turned out to be strongly temperature dependent. When heating up a fresh sample, much higher ion yield can be observed for (M–H)\textsuperscript{+} from alanine anhydride than from dialanine. After some days of heating at about 120°C the (M–H)\textsuperscript{+} signal of alanine anhydride decreased compared to dialanine and reached a rather low (stable) value. Under these conditions we have measured the anion efficiency curves of the most abundant anions of dialanine, which are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. When we raise the temperatures above 130°C, we observe again an increase in the signal ascribed to alanine anhydride and, moreover, in the electron ionization mass spectra we find evidence of ion signal arising from the protonated parent ion. This indicates a transformation within the alanine anhydride sample into polymers and further thermal decomposition.

Thus in our opinion alanine anhydride was already present as impurity even in a fresh dialanine sample, but it is also formed as a thermal decomposition product by heating. However, by performing complementary DEA measurements with alanine anhydride using the same experimental arrangement (see the corresponding anion efficiency curves in
Figs. 4 and 5), we can identify those anions formed by DEA to alanine anhydride. For the commercial alanine anhydride sample an oven temperature of about 70°C is high enough to obtain a reasonable ion signal in our experiment since this compound has a substantial higher vapor pressure than the dipeptide.

III. QUANTUM CHEMICAL CALCULATIONS

To both complement and help interpret our experimental results we also performed density functional theory (DFT) calculations with the B3LYP hybrid functional and the basis set 6–311++G(d,p) (Ref. 46) using the GAUSSIAN 03 program package.47 We searched the potential energy surface of the neutral dialanine and alanine anhydride systems for local energy minima. Three fully optimized structures for dialanine and two for alanine anhydride were found and are shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(c), respectively. The lowest total energy for the dipeptide can be assigned to structure 1, whereas structure 2 is at 0.15 eV and structure 3 is at 0.07 eV and are thus less stable. However, these energy differences derived are within the uncertainty of the method and basis set used, which is approximately 0.25 eV. Therefore, all three structures might occur with the same probability. A similar situation is obtained for alanine anhydride. Structure 2 [see Fig. 1(c)] is only slightly more stable than structure 1 (by 0.01 eV) and thus both structures may be formed with same probability. We have also determined the possibility of stable zwitterion structures for dialanine. However, no stable structure could be found since the proton added to the amino group migrates back to carboxyl group. Moreover, we calculated the peptide binding energy by means of the G3(MP2) method.48 This is an extrapolation method that uses the results from several quantum chemical calculations in order to extrapolate towards molecular energies that would be obtained if complete inclusion of correlation energy and an unlimited basis set was possible. In general, the accuracy of G3(MP2) energies is of the order of about ±0.15 eV (Ref. 48).

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Fragment anions formed from DEA to dialanine

In our study we did not observe any signal of a stable parent anion at m/z 160. The absence of a parent molecular anion was confirmed by measuring the anion efficiency curves at m/z 160 and 161 (not shown), which show the same shape as the dehydrogenated parent anion. Thus the anion yields obtained at m/z 160 and 161 originate exclusively from dehydrogenated dialanine molecules containing the isotopes 13C, 17O, 18O, or 15N. The relative abundances of these three anions at m/z 159, 160, and 161 are 100:7.5:0.9 and are in excellent agreement with the calculated isotopic pattern for dehy-
drogenated dialanine. The absence of parent anions is in line with all other small amino acids studied previously.\textsuperscript{34–38}

In general, a negative ion is formed either due to a dipole bound state or due to electron attachment to one of the valence orbitals. The present calculations show that the adiabatic electron affinity (AEA) is negative for all three structures; the dipole moments are calculated to be 5.01 D, 4.47 D, and 4.17 D for structures 1–3. These dipole moments are high enough to allow formation of a dipole bound anion. To determine the favorable sites of electron attachment we plot for all three structures the electrostatic potential mapped on an isosurface of the total electron density [see Fig. 1(b)]. The isovalue of the electron density was 0.004 e\textsuperscript{2}/au\textsuperscript{3}. In addition, we also visualize the highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO, MO 43) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMO, MO 44), see Fig. 6.

One of the most abundant ions from DEA to dialanine is observed at m/z 159 (see Fig. 2). It can be assigned to the anion (C\textsubscript{6}H\textsubscript{11}N\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3})\textsuperscript{−} or (M–H)\textsuperscript{−} that is formed via loss of one hydrogen atom. The formation of this anion exhibits a maximum cross section for electrons with energies of about 1.2 eV (see also Table I). In many previous studies of DEA to amino acids (e.g., Ref. 34 and 35) the formation of (M–H)\textsuperscript{−} at around 1 eV incident energy was assigned to electron attachment into the π\textsuperscript{*} (C=O) orbital, which is coupled to the dissociative σ\textsuperscript{*} (O–H) orbital of the carboxyl...
group. However, the attachment energy for the $\pi^*$ orbital considered lies about 0.8 eV above the measured DEA peak positions and recently it was suggested that the excess electron goes directly into the $\sigma^*$ (O–H) orbital.\textsuperscript{49} Although the latter is high in energy (5.3 eV), the resonance is very broad (5.8 eV) and Scheer \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{50} therefore suggested that the resonance may contribute to DEA leading to (M–H)$^-$ already at low electron energies.

An alternative pathway arises from the decay of vibrational Feshbach resonances formed by dipole bound anion states\textsuperscript{51,52} and thus the mechanism, by which (M–H)$^-$ anions are formed in DEA of amino acids, is still not resolved. However, to shed some more light on the case of dipeptides we may once again consider the electrostatic potential mapped on an isosurface of the total electron density shown in Fig. 1(b), where negative regions are colored red while positive regions are colored blue. Electrons will be attracted mainly around hydrogen atoms connected to the carboxyl group, amide group, and amino group. The strongest attractive potential may be expected to be near the carboxyl group COO$^-$\textsuperscript{5}. However, the exact site of hydrogen loss cannot be confirmed by the present experiment and thus we cannot make a final assignment.
In addition to the formation of the dehydrogenated di-
alanine anion, 12 other product anions were observed (within
the present sensitivity of the instrument) as the result of DEA
to gas phase dialanine. The possible chemical compositions
of these fragments and the positions of their resonances are
listed in Table I, and Figs. 2 and 3 show the corresponding
anion efficiency curves.

As discussed above, the fragment ion at $m/z$ 141 (see
Fig. 2) may be formed via loss of a neutral water molecule
(H$_2$O) from the dehydrogenated molecule upon DEA to
dialanine. However, the ion yield at low electron energies (peaking
at 1.85 eV) may be ascribed to the dehydrogenated parent an-
ion $(M–H)^–$ of alanine anhydride rather than $(M–H–H_2O)^–$
formed upon DEA to dialanine, while the second weak reso-
nance for the formation of this fragment observed at 6.2 eV
may be energetically accessible.\textsuperscript{32} We note that a comparison
of $(M–H)^–$ formed from pure alanine anhydride (see Fig. 4)
also shows a resonance at 6.2 eV, which thus also contributes
to the present ion yield for dialanine.

The anion yield at $m/z$ 142 has a low energy resonance,
which we ascribe to the isotope of $(M–H–H_2O)^–$ (shown as
dotted line in Fig. 2), while the resonance at 9.8 eV can
be ascribed to $(M–H_2O)^–$. We note that in a recent study\textsuperscript{53}
the site of dissociation for the anions from $(M–16)^–$ up to
$(M–19)^–$ was determined for small amino acids by high mass-
resolution experiments and it was concluded that $(M–18)^–$
ions are due to the loss of the NH$_2$ group and additional two
hydrogen molecules. However, for peptides of alanine the loss
of water was supposed to be more likely,\textsuperscript{32} which we can con-
firm here by the present results.

In contrast to $(M–H_2O)^–$, $m/z$ 142, the ion yield for $m/z$
143 has an abundant low energy resonance and only a weak
resonance at about 5.1 eV. For single amino acids the latter
was assigned to $(M–OH)^–$ and the first resonance (at about
1.8 eV) to $(M–NH_3)^–$;\textsuperscript{53} moreover, anion yield at $m/z$
143 observed in the negative ion mass spectrum of alanine con-
taining peptides at about 1–2 eV was ascribed exclusively to
$(M–NH_3)^–$.\textsuperscript{32} The present high resolution mass scans at the
two resonance energies indeed show that also for dialanine
the low energy resonance can be ascribed to $(M–NH_3)^–$ and
the resonance at 5.1 eV to $(M–OH)^–$.

No signature for $(M–O)^–/(M–NH_2)^–$ was found in the
present experiments but as reported in earlier work\textsuperscript{32} another
heavy-mass fragment anion formed upon free electron attach-
ment to dialanine is found at $m/z$ 115. The corresponding an-
ion efficiency curve is shown in Fig. 2. This mass corresponds
to loss of a neutral COOH. Three important anionic frag-
ments are observed at $m/z$ 72, 87, and 88 (see Figs. 2 and 3).
The latter anion is formed by cleavage of the peptide bond
while observations of anions at $m/z$ 72 and 88 are indicative of
the N–C$_\alpha$ bond being broken.\textsuperscript{32} Sobcyk \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{54} calculated the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$m/z$</th>
<th>Fragment anion formed upon DEA to dialanine</th>
<th>Resonance position (eV) $^a$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>159</td>
<td>$C_6H_12N_2O_3^–/(M–H)^–$</td>
<td>1.3, 5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>143</td>
<td>$(M–NH_3)^–/(M–OH)^–$</td>
<td>(~0), 5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142</td>
<td>$(M–H_2O)^–$</td>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141</td>
<td>$(M–H–H_2O)^–$</td>
<td>(1.9), 6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115</td>
<td>$(M–COOH)^–$</td>
<td>1.9, 5.3, 8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>$C_3H_6NO^–$</td>
<td>6.5, 8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>$C_3H_6NO^–$</td>
<td>6.5, 8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>$C_3H_4NO_2^–$</td>
<td>1.7, 5.5, 8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>$C_3H_4N_2O^–$</td>
<td>1.7, 6.1, 9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>$C_3H_4O_2^–$</td>
<td>2.0, 5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>$C_3H_3NO^–$</td>
<td>6.4, 9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>HCOO$^–$</td>
<td>2.5, 6.0, 9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>OH$^–$</td>
<td>(~0), 6.8, 9.1, 11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>O$^–$</td>
<td>6.8, 9.0, 10.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}The values have been obtained by Gaussian-fits. Values in brackets are likely due to
correlations or thermal activation.
vertical attachment energies for electron capture into various $\sigma^*$ and $\pi^*$ orbitals of the dialanine molecule and predicted an indirect mechanism for the N–C$_a$ cleavage (formation of the central carbonyl C=O $\pi^*$ anion and electronic coupling to the dissociative $\sigma^*$ N–C$_b$ bond), which makes the reaction channel accessible for electrons with energies already close to 2.5 eV. Indeed we can observe here the main resonances for the corresponding anions $m/z$ 72 and $m/z$ 87 at about 2 eV and 1.7 eV. Considering the expected overestimation of the energies calculated by Sobcyk et al., using unrestricted Hartree–Fock level (and the lack of correlation there), the agreement between theory and experiment is good. In contrast, they predict a direct electron capture into any of the $\sigma^*$ orbitals only with an attachment energy of more than 6 eV. For example, this seems to be the case for the formation of the anion at $m/z$ 71 (see Fig. 3), which has a weak resonance at 6.4 eV and a much stronger one at 9.4 eV. The resonance position of 5.5 eV observed for the anion at $m/z$ 88 (cleavage of the peptide bond) also indicates initial electron attachment to the corresponding $\sigma^*$ orbital (C–N bond). As in Ref. 32 we observe a weak low energy contribution at about 1.7 eV, which was ascribed in Ref. 32 to an impurity by alanine monomers in the sample. This is further supported by the present ab initio calculations utilizing the G3(MP2) method, which predict a peptide bond dissociation energy of about 4.4 eV for dialanine. One can expect that the electron affinity of the fragment formed in the peptide bond dissociation (which corresponds to alanine minus a hydrogen from the amino group) is substantially lower and thus the energetic threshold is above this first resonance.

In DEA to dialanine we observed only a few fragment anions with masses below $m/z$ 70, which cannot be ascribed to contaminations from alanine anhydride. For example, abundant anions at $m/z$ 42 and $m/z$ 26 are formed rather from alanine anhydride than from dialanine. This is in agreement with previous electron capture induced dissociation experiments with protonated dialanine, where the CN$^-$ and OCN$^-$ anion yield resulting from two electron transfer collisions was exceedingly small. However, an anion formed upon DEA to dialanine can be found at $m/z$ 45, i.e., likely HCOO$,^-$ which is by about 1.6 eV more stable than COOH$.^-$ The corresponding anion yield (see Fig. 3) differs to that for alanine monomers and thus is not due a contamination. Further light anions are formed at $m/z$ 16 and $m/z$ 17. By calibrating the mass scale with O$^-$ and OH$^-$ peaks from H$_2$O introduced into the ion source, we can ascribe the anions at $m/z$ 16 and $m/z$ 17 for dialanine to O$^-$ and OH$^-$, respectively. They are formed only in high energy resonances at around 7 eV, 9 eV, and 11 eV.

B. Fragment anions formed from DEA to alanine anhydride

In the case of DEA to the cyclopeptide alanine anhydride the mass spectra also show a strong abundance of the dehydrogenated parent anion (M$^-$H$^-$). This anion is formed most efficiently through resonances at about 1.9 eV and more weakly at 6.2 and 8.2 eV (see Fig. 4). All the other detected fragment anions were formed with intensities at least a factor 6 lower at their resonance maxima of 6.3 eV and 9.2 eV (see Figs. 4 and 5 and Table II), which lie above the threshold for electronic excitation. We have also calculated the dipole moments for the structures shown in Fig. 1(c). They are 1.11 D and 1.19 D for structure 1 and 2, respectively. We note that for this molecule therefore no anion formation via dipole states is possible since these dipole moments are not high enough to allow formation of a dipole bound anion.

Anion yields close to zero eV can be found for $m/z$ 140 and $m/z$ 139, which would nominally correspond to (M–2H$^-$) and (M–3H$^-$). One may speculate that H$_2$ formation may lower the threshold energy of the anion formation. However, no peaks corresponding to the H$^+$H channel—which should be 4.5 eV higher (the bond strength of two hydrogen atoms)—were found and thus we ascribe those peaks rather to thermal activation of the sample in spite of the low vaporization temperature used. Interestingly, anions at $m/z$ 42 and $m/z$ 26 are also formed at very low electron energies. Generally both anions show a very similar shape in their anion efficiency curves (see Fig. 5) consisting of three peaks. For the anion at $m/z$ 42 the maxima are located at about 0 eV, 6.3 eV, and 9.4 eV. The anions C$_2$H$_2$O$^-$ or OCN$^-$ would be possible fragments at this mass. We determined the chemical composition by recording negative ion mass spectra at the resonance energies and comparing the ratio between the ion signal of $m/z$ 43 and $m/z$ 42 with the calculated isotopic ratio. The latter is 1.49% for OCN$^-$ and 2.2% for C$_2$H$_2$O$^-$. The ratio of the ion yields calculated from the experimental data is 1.6% and thus lies only slightly above the ratio for OCN$^-$. Thus we ascribe the anion at $m/z$ 42 to the cyanoate OCN$^-$ with an additional very small contribution of HNCO$^-$ at $m/z$ 43.

The anion efficiency curve of the fragment at $m/z$ 26 may arise from either CN$^-$ or C$_2$H$_2$$.^-$ The resonances are located at about 0 eV, 6.4 eV, and 9.2 eV. For CN$^-$ the relative abundance of the isotope at $m/z$ 27 is 1.5% and for C$_2$H$_2$$^-$ is 2.2%. From the recorded mass spectra we deduce that the ratio of the ion yield of $m/z$ 27 and 26 is about 1.5%. This matches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$m/z$</th>
<th>Fragment anion formed upon DEA to alanine anhydride</th>
<th>Resonance position (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>141</td>
<td>C$_6$H$_5$N$_2$O$_2$–/[$M$–H]–</td>
<td>1.9, 6.2, 8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>[M–2H]$^-$</td>
<td>(~0), 6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139</td>
<td>[M–3H]$^-$</td>
<td>(~0), 6.5, 9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126</td>
<td>[M–CH$_2$–H]$^-$</td>
<td>6.5, 9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>[M–OH–H]$^-$</td>
<td>6.3, 9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>[M–OCN$^-$H]</td>
<td>6.3, 9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>[M–OCNH$^-$H]</td>
<td>6.2, 9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>[M–OCNH$^-$H]$^-$</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>C$_3$H$_7$N$_2$O$^-$</td>
<td>2.9, 5.1, 9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>C$_2$H$_5$NO$^-$ /[M/2]–</td>
<td>5.6, 9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>C$_2$H$_4$NO$^-$ /[M/2$^-$H]–</td>
<td>6.3, 9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>OCN$^-$</td>
<td>~0, 6.4, 9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>CN$^-$</td>
<td>~0, 6.4, 9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>O$^-$/NH$_2$–</td>
<td>4.4, 7.1, 9.2, 10.3/5.7,10.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The values have been obtained by Gaussian-fits. Values in brackets are likely due to contaminations or thermal activation.
well with $\text{CN}^-$ and its first heavy isotope that consists of both $^{11}\text{C}^{14}\text{N}^-$ and $^{13}\text{C}^{15}\text{N}^-$. Thus we conclude that DEA to alanine anhydride predominantly leads to the formation of the cyanide anion $\text{CN}^-$. Finally the question remains why we observe both the cyanate and cyanide anions at very low electron energies close to 0 eV. Both can be formed only by multiple cleavages of (ring) bonds, which will largely exceed the (although appreciable) high electron affinity of both compounds (about 3.8 eV (Ref. 58), i.e., exceeding even that of halogen atoms). As proposed in Ref. 56 for the amino acid valine we therefore suppose additional intra-molecular reactions after electron capture with formation of new molecules. Such reactions were also recently supposed to be operative in DEA to acetamide and other amide derivatives.59 We also note that a further indication for rearrangement processes is the formation of the fragment anion at $m/z$ 87 ($\text{C}_3\text{H}_7\text{N}_2\text{O}^-$) and $m/z$ 16 ($\text{NH}_2^-$), which cannot be formed by simple bond cleavages. At the latter mass we were also able to determine the anion efficiency curve of the isobaric anion $\text{O}^-$, which is preferentially formed in the case for dialanine only above 6 eV (Fig. 5).

V. CONCLUSIONS

The present work shows that low energy electron attachment is an effective fragmentation process for both the alanine dipeptide and its cyclic derivative, alanine anhydride. Anion efficiency curves for overall 28 negatively charged fragments have been measured for both samples over an extended electron energy range (from ~0 to 13 eV) with an energy resolution of ~1 eV. In both DEA experiments the abundant formation of the dehydrogenated parent anion can be observed below 2 eV like for other amino acids, i.e., for example, glycine, alanine, valine, and proline. The present calculations of the dipole moments indicate that (M–H)~ may be formed via dipole bound states in the case of dialanine while for alanine anhydride the dipole moment is subcritical. For the DEA measurements with alanine we observe good agreement between the measured resonance positions and previously predicted vertical attachment energies leading to anions formed by cleavage of the N–Cα as well the peptide bond.
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